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WELCOME TO
THE GREATEST
CLASS ON EARTH!
Tame your “Sideshow” with G Suite for Education
Make life “sweeter” and keep students engaged with G Suite tools. We will discuss ways to keep your students organized and focused on the 4C’s without turning your classroom into a sideshow!
4 Reasons to use Google Slides for templates:

- set a fixed background
- great for class collaboration
- TONS of design flexibility
- create master slides for different activities/digital notebook
How to brainstorm template ideas

- Focus on learning goals
- Choosing the appropriate tool(s)
Use Strategies That Work

Graphic Organizers
Manipulatives
Lead4ward
Marzano
Frayer
Acrostic
INBs
Choice Boards
Choice Menus
HyperSlide
Personalized Pathways
Fake Social Media
Template Tools

- Slides
- Docs
- Sheets
- Drawings
Custom Sizing

Page Setup

➔ Custom
➔ 8.5 x 11 (Portrait)
Use the Grey Space

Directions

Chart

Video

Solar System - 3rd grade

Answer Box

Sorting Tiles
Set the Background

1. Setup your template or graphic organizer
2. Download it as a png.
3. Upload image as background to a slide
Hyperlink or Link Slide

1. Highlight Text
2. Right Click
3. Click “Link”
4. Click “Slides to Presentations”
5. Select the slide you want to Link
Exploring Templates!
Get your COPY
fried.tech/slidesswiss

USE TEMPLATE

Created by: Shantel Lott & Brooke Lowery
@ShantelLottEDU @B_OuttheBox
Additional Resources

Google Slides the Swiss Army Knife - by @b_outofthebox and @shantellottEDU
Your turn to make a Template!
Credits

Google Slides the Swiss Army Knife – by @b_outofthebox and @shantelLottEDU
First of all...